
Viktor Bout Calls on President Trump to ‘Lead an Uprising Against the Globalists’

Description

“Merchant of Death” Viktor Bout, the Russian arms dealer who was traded back to the Kremlin
in exchange for pot-smoking WNBA player Brittney Griner, is calling on President Trump to
“lead an uprising against the globalists,” and even sent the 45th President a telegram to show
him his support amidst the Soros-funded political persecution that Bout warns could destroy
the American Republic.

Viktor Bout, the so-called “Merchant of Death,” revealed to Russian media that he had sent President
Trump a telegram communication, addressed to his residence at Mar-a-Lago, in an effort to reach out
to Trump and warn that he believes his life in danger amidst persecution by Soros-owned globalist
authorities. This, Bout assessed, is a direct result of President Trump’s fight on behalf of the American
People against a “genocidal globalist cabal.”

“Dear Mr. Donald Trump, I believe your life is in peril because during your term in the White House,
you had tried to save the American People from the genocidal globalist cabal, to protect the family, and
to prevent the global conflicts which now destabilize the world,” Viktor Bout wrote in the telegram to
President Trump, which he shared with news stations.

“Now this evil swamp is destroying the last foundation of the American Republic. In fact, turning it to full
blown anarcho-tyranny,” Bout continued, warning that “the future of humanity and life is at stake,” in the
face of globalist aggression.

“The Biden Administration will not stop just by dragging you through the court/prison industrial
complex. They would sooner end your life than let you stand in their way,” wrote Bout in the telegram
to Trump, before recommending he seek asylum in Russia to set up shop in leading an anti-globalist
rebellion from afar.

“You will be welcome in Russia. You will have safe haven and from here you can lead the fight for the
American People. The rebellion against globalists and for the bright future of the planet. Sincerely
yours – Viktor Bout.”
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Viktor Bout, the Russian “Merchant of Death,” sent this telegram to President Trump,
warning him that the globalists have put his life in danger and calling on him to lead a
“rebellion” to save the American People.

In comments Bout made to the Russian media, he doubled down on the sentiments of his telegram to
President Trump.

“First and foremost I consider that his life is in danger,” Bout explained to the media, calling out the
political persecution of Trump in New York City and elsewhere.

“The legal process which has now begun in New York won’t just end in Donald Trump being convicted
and barred from the election. Most likely he will simply be eliminated there,” Bout warned.

“Therefore, I think it’s in the interests of all of humanity and primarily of the American people to invite
Donald Trump here, to Russia, to give him security and protection here so that he leads this uprising
against the globalists and most importantly, does not allow the elimination of the American People.”

Watch Viktor Bout speak with the media about his words to President Trump below:

#Video: Viktor Bout, aka the ‘Merchant of Death’, warns President #Trump that his life is in
danger, calls for Trump to lead ‘an uprising against the globalists’ to prevent the ‘elimination
of the American People’ pic.twitter.com/1hMoVMUmtT

— Frankie Stockes – Reporter (@stockes76) April 14, 2023

Viktor Bout’s warning to President Trump, that America is under attack by a “genocidal globalist cabal,”
echoes statements he made to RT in a sit-down interview shortly after his release from an American
prison and his return to his Russian homeland.
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https://twitter.com/stockes76/status/1646835265380425730?ref_src=twsrc^tfw


“They’re losing their Christian values,” Bout told RT at the time. “They’re losing their families. They’re
losing literally their country. It is not anymore the same country we knew America used to be, the
model for the entire world and lead and be an example. Like they say, a shining town, you know, a
sparkling town on a hill.”

In the same RT interview, Bout spoke out against the inhumane treatment of J6 demonstrators, saying
that they’re being used as an example of what is to come for Americans who step out of line and stand
up to their abusive globalist government, comparing the USA under uni-party rule to the USSR of old.

by FRANKIE STOCKES
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